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Imagine a medium so powerful that it can redefine the way you interact with your 

customers. Our HD Dynamic Printing technology lets you create promotions that 

generate an intense, captivating experience. Astonishing 3D images, colors, 

and fluid animations provide an exceptional look and feel for a stronger sense of 

added value, and greater brand recognition. Our dynamic visuals trigger a call to 

action that can spell the difference in the success of your communication strategy. 

To capture and keep customers, stand out from the pack. Make a unique visual 

statement. Discover the lasting impact of Photogram products.

www.photogramtech.com
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Photogram is the industry leader in High-Definition Dynamic Printing, 

recognized internationally both for our exceptional product quality 

and impressive achievements.

With activities spanning Canada, the U.S., Europe and Asia, Photogram 

is able to assure top quality at highly competitive rates.  Our unique 

process has found a diverse range of applications, including: gift cards, 

direct mail ings, P. O.P., signage, promotional items, publishing, 

packaging…and more !

Photogram’s dedication to excellence combined with the power of 

our pr int ing process arms customers with highly dist inct ive 

communication and marketing tools that yield a significantly higher 

return on investment.

Photogram is a value-added partner.  Besides being masters of our 

technology and production environment, our multidisciplinary team 

members deftly wield vast communication and marketing skills to offer 

you the most from our medium. 

Boasting exceptional creativity and design expertise, we are ready to 

take on any project, regardless of size or complexity.  We are committed 

to your full satisfaction: our project managers aim to understand your 

needs and exceed your expectations.

Photogram turnkey service includes:

    Professional assistance in optimizing your project.

    Creative and design support to maximize visual impact.

    Comprehensive guidance throughout the production process.

Simply Remarkable Exceeding your Expectations



Photogram is the ultimate answer to ho-hum.  Our vast product line means customers can take full advantage of the 

extraordinary lasting impact of our medium for a wide variety of applications.  And our development-oriented culture 

makes us the perfect partner for special projects.

You have a project...We have the “wow” effect you’re looking for !

Signage

Publishing

Promotions

P. O.P.

Packaging

Special Projects

Cards



Driven by our impassioned quest for excellence, Photogram created Drip 

technology, setting a new quality standard for the industry.  Drip is today’s 

most advanced HD dynamic printing process, offering a resolution and 

number of images never before possible.

In today’s super-saturated market, you have to innovate to stay in the 

game.  That’s where Photogram can help.  We offer an inspired visual 

approach that can transform your communication dynamic and generate 

business opportunities.

Contact Photogram to find out how businesses from small to Fortune 

500 are harnessing our expertise and the power of our medium to reap 

marketing benefits.

Endless Possibilities

Our technological Leadership 
Provides Concrete Benefits

Seize and Capture New Customers

TMHypermotion

Images that are always sharp and crisp.

An illusion of depth, and animations of up to 120 images provide 

astonishing fluidity to shout your message and product benefits loud 

and clear.

The most reliable visual approval process in the industry.

Perfect colour control, free of saturation during printing.

Unequalled visual impact for your budget.

TMCapZ in MOTION
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